DMCA Circular # 003/2018

The Use of Jet Ski in Dubai

It has been reported that Jet Skis are proceeding with Unsafe Speed and creating wakes and disturbance for other users, this is to advice all the Jet Ski user shall strictly comply as below:

1. Shall not enter the Beach Separation Buoys.
2. Shall avoid all the Exclusion Zones and Privately Managed/Owned areas.
3. In confined area shall proceed with safe speed by not creating wake, disturbance and shall have due regards for other users.
4. Shall keep safe distance of at least 100 m from other vessels as safe as practicable.
5. Shall not impede the safe passage of any Boat, yacht or vessel.

Violator will be penalized and all are advised to notify Dubai Maritime City Authority (DMCA) Tel: 04-3455545 / 056-6824343 if any similar case occurs.

Vessels owners, Users, Charters, Marinas, Yacht club and Recreational Sailing Organisations shall ensure that the contents of this Circular are made known to the masters or persons in charge of their vessels.
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